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Ice-Bridging Frustration by Self-Ejection of Single Droplets
Results in Superior Anti-Frosting Surfaces

Nicolò G. Di Novo,* Alvise Bagolini,* and Nicola M. Pugno*

Surfaces capable of delaying the frosting passively and facilitating its removal
are highly desirable in fields where ice introduces inefficiencies and risks.
Coalescence-induced condensation droplets jumping (CICDJ), enabled on
highly hydrophobic surfaces, is already exploited to slow down the frosting
but it is insufficient to completely eliminate the propagation by ice-bridging.
The study shows here how the self-ejection of single condensation droplets
can fully frustrate all the ice bridges, resulting in a frost velocity lower than
0.5 μm s−1 and thus falling below the current limits of passive surfaces.
Arrays of truncated microcones, covered by uniformly hydrophobic
nanostructures, enable individual condensation droplets to grow and
self-propel toward the top of the microstructures and then to self-eject once a
precise volume is reached. The independency of self-ejection on the neighbor
droplets allows a fine control of the droplets size and distance distributions
and thus the ice-bridging frustration. The truncated microcones with the
smallest heads area fraction maximize the percentage of self-ejecting droplets
and minimize the frost velocity. The ice bridges frustration also implies a small
frost area coverage, highly desirable in aeronautics and thermal machines.
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1. Introduction

In agri-food applications, refrigeration
systems’ efficiency is reduced by the for-
mation of frost and the necessary defrost-
ing cycles.[1–4] In the automotive mar-
ket, with a growing demand for elec-
tric vehicles, the problem of passenger
compartment heating in cold climates
has arisen, and one solution is in heat
pumps whose efficiency is again reduced
by the formation of frost.[5,6] Frosting
and subsequent ice accretion also affects
aircrafts[4,7] and wind turbines,[4] chang-
ing their aerodynamic profile with a sub-
sequent efficiency reduction. Given the
toxicity of anti-icing and de-icing fluids
used in aircrafts[8] and wind turbines,
there has been a growing interest in ac-
tive systems[9] or systems that use waste
heat[10] to prevent and remove ice.

In the last decade, research has inten-
sified into passive anti-icing surfaces to
complement or potentially replace active

anti-icing methods. In particular, the passive anti-icing effect
of superhydrophobic surfaces has been studied. These surfaces
allow the rebounding and the freezing delay of supercooled
droplets due to the reduced solid-liquid contact area and hy-
drophobic chemistry.[11–14] However, superhydrophobic surfaces
exposed to cold and humid environments are not free from the
formation of supercooled condensation droplets[15] which may
nullify the aforementioned abilities.[16,17]

Moreover, once few droplets freeze by homogeneous or het-
erogeneous nucleation, the frost propagates through the ice-
bridging mechanism[18,19] in a process called condensation frost-
ing, ultimately covering the surface with ice, which makes it
hydrophilic.[20,21] Regarding the microscopic process, the super-
cooled condensation droplets evaporate and their vapor desubli-
mates on nearby frozen droplets, being the saturation pressure
of liquid water higher compared to that of ice for temperatures
lower than 0 °C. This results in the formation of “ice bridges”
growing from the frozen droplets toward the liquid ones. What
regulates the average frost propagation velocity are the diameter
(d) and distance (l) distributions of the condensation droplets and
the surface temperature,[15] while the substrate thermal conduc-
tivity is negligible in comparison.[22] A liquid droplet being suffi-
ciently large and/or close to its frozen neighbor will be reached
by the ice bridge, freeze rapidly and originate the next bridge;
this propagation is relatively fast. If, on the other hand, the drop
is relatively small and/or far from its frozen neighbor, it will
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completely evaporate before being reached, causing a slowdown
of the bridge which will then be only fed by distant drops. When
all the nearest neighbors evaporate, an “ice trail” forms in front
of the ice bridges. The more the ice trails, the slower the global
frost advancement. The bridging parameter S* ≡ L/d gives an
indication of the success or failure of ice bridges in contacting
nearby liquid drops: for S*≲1 the bridge is successful, vice versa
for S*≳1.[23] L is the distance between the liquid droplet center
and the edge of the frozen droplet. The frost velocity is in the or-
der of tens of μm s−1 for common surfaces with S*≲1 for all the
droplets.

On the basis of this description, introduced by Boreyko
et al.,[24] structured surfaces hydrophobic enough to enable
CICDJ[25–29] were investigated and designed for anti-frosting
applications.[30–36] Out-of-plane jumps generate droplet popula-
tions having smaller average diameter and larger average spac-
ing compared to the typical populations of non-jumping coalesc-
ing droplets on hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces. The jumps
effectively delay the frost propagation as a high percentage of
droplets with S*≳1 is maintained over time but, at the same time,
being the location of droplets random, a residual percentage of
droplets with S*≲1 establishes the lower limit of the frost velocity
around some μm s−1.[24,30–36] Alternative anti-frosting strategies
are the disposition of the condensation droplets on hydrophilic
micropatterns[37] or the use of microstripes that promote ice nu-
cleation and confine frost on them.[38] However, a drawback of
such strategies is in the loss of water repellent and anti-icing ef-
fects of superhydrophobicity.

We wondered how to realize a superhydrophobic surface
capable of suppressing ice-bridging for all the droplets. This
aim guided the conceptualization of single droplet self-ejection
from truncated microcones with uniform wettability, theoreti-
cally described and experimentally demonstrated in our previ-
ous study:[39] nucleated Between four microcones, a nucleated
droplet grows by condensation until it settles symmetrically.
Then, the increasing volume accommodates to maintain a uni-
form internal pressure by variating the top and bottom menisci
contact angles and the contact line position. Its shape is simi-
lar to a prolate spheroid and the correspondent surface energy
(Es) is not at its minimum. As the droplet reaches a certain dy-
namic configuration, it self-propels by releasing Es. The fast self-
propulsion is determined by the driving surface force and the
opposing capillary and viscous forces. The droplet accelerates,
decelerates and stops at a certain distance dependent on the dy-
namic angles and the tapering. Then, it continues to grow and
the cycle repeats. Once it reaches the top edges of the trun-
cated microcones, it grows to another dynamic configuration
and self-ejects completely with a velocity dependent on the struc-
tures size, tapering, and dynamic angles. The self-ejection makes
the jumps independent from the proximity to other drops and
happens at a precise volume given by the microstructures’ ge-
ometry and dynamic contact angles. Moreover, we proved that
micro pinning sites—hydrophilic or less hydrophobic than the
surrounding[40,41]—are superfluous for self-ejection, this greatly
facilitating the surface fabrication and scalability.

In the present study, we experimentally investigate the anti-
frosting effect of the self-ejection phenomenon and how much
the head area fraction of the truncated cones (𝜑H) influences
the percentage of self-ejecting drops and the frosting speed and

coverage. The microstructures with the smallest 𝜑H are the
most performing since almost all the drops self-eject (≈90%)
and none of the remaining satisfies the condition of success-
ful ice-bridging. All the droplets evaporate completely before
being touched and the frost front slowly advances purely by
evaporation-desublimation, forming spectacular crystals that re-
semble snowflakes. As 𝜑H increases, successful ice-bridging
events happen and mix with the pure evaporation-desublimation
growth. We here quantify the average speed of the crystals, the
global propagation velocity, and the frost coverage, and relate
them with the truncated geometry of the microcones. A frost ve-
locity of 0.4–1 μm s−1 is demonstrated in the central portion of
the sample, on areas of hundreds/thousands of μm2, while on
the full sample scale (1–4 cm2), where edge effects are influential,
it increases to 1–3.5 μm s−1. This novel class of superhydropho-
bic surfaces establishes a new limit of passive anti-frosting and
promises advancements in other applications such as condensa-
tion heat transfer, water harvesting and self-cleaning.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Microstructuring

The surfaces tested here were presented in the previous study[39]

on the self-ejection mechanism. Five surfaces (Group1) served
for the fabrication process setup, while the other four (Group2)
were employed for characterizing the self-ejection transients and
final velocity as the droplet radius varies. All consist in arrays
of truncated microcones arranged in a square pattern fabricated
on 6-inch silicon wafers (100) by photolithography and tapered
reactive ion etching (t-RIE). Their surface was uniformly cov-
ered by Aluminium nanostructures (NanoAl) obtained by hot wa-
ter treatment (HWT) and rendered hydrophobic by silanization
(Figure 1).

The following steps were the same for both the groups: af-
ter a standard RCA cleaning, the hard mask was made by grow-
ing 200 nm of thermal silicon oxide (Centrotherm E1200HT fur-
nace) followed by the deposition of 200 nm of Aluminium by
magnetron sputtering (Eclipse MRC). Then 1.2 μm of positive
photoresist was deposited by spin coating (Track SVG). Two pho-
tolithographic masks (Photronics) were employed, as described
in detail in our previous study:[39] Mask1 for Group1 with pat-
terned areas of 1 cm × 1 cm (mask aligner Suss MA150CC) and
Mask2 for Group2 with patterned areas of 2 cm × 10 cm (Nikon
stepper model 2205i11D). The masks consist in circles of di-
ameter Dm and pitch p indicated in Table 1 where each surface
is named Surface_Dm × p. After developing (Track SVG), hard
bake of the photo-polymer was carried out. The pattern-transfer
onto the hard mask was performed by dry etching of Aluminium
(KFT Metal PlasmaPro100 Cobra300) and Silicon oxide (Tegal
903e). Then the t-RIE step (Figure 1a) was performed (Alcatel
dry etcher) with the following parameters: source power 2800 W,
bias power 20 W, gas fluxes ratio SF6/C4 F8 = 0.65, total gas flux
500 sccm, chamber pressure 0.04 mbar and wafer temperature
20 °C. An SEM image after this step is in Figure S1 (Support-
ing Information). The etching passivation layer was removed by
immersion in isopropanol with ultrasonic pulses.

The hard mask removal was different for the two groups. For
Group1, HF vapor (PRIMAXX uEtch System) was employed to
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Figure 1. a) Si truncated microcones by tapered reactive ion etching (t-RIE). b) SEM image (tilt angle of 60°) of Surface 10 × 13 after t-RIE and hard mask
removal. Scale bar 10 μm. c) Si truncated microcones covered by Al and immersed in hot water to obtain NanoAl. d) SEM image of NanoAl covering the
microcones surface. Scale bar 500 nm.

etch the silicon oxide under the Al circles, followed by a jet of
deionized water to mechanically remove them. As a result, the
hard mask was completely removed from the top of the mi-
crostructures but remained on the flat parts of the wafers. For
Group2, the hard mask was removed entirely by immersing the
wafers in an Al etch solution and then in a silicon oxide etch so-
lution. All the wafers were cleaned in a deionized water rinse un-
til the bath reached 16 MΩ cm. The truncated microcones have
a slight undercut at the apex and it was removed with isotropic
etching (Tegal 900) that lowered the pillars by ≈2 μm and made

the top part straight. An example of truncated microcones after
these steps is in Figure 1b.

The tapering 𝛽 (reported in Table 1 and obtained with the
procedure described in Section S2, Supporting Information)
was constant from the bottom base up to about three fourths
of the microstructure, then it goes to zero in the upper cone
portion. In Table 1 All the geometrical parameters measured
and calculated by analyzing SEM (Vega3, Tescan) images were
reported. A parameter that will be used in the analysis of
the performances is the head area percentage (𝜑H) defined in

Table 1. Geometry parameters and HWT times of the nine tested surfaces.

Surface name Dm [μm] p [μm] 𝛽 [°] dh [μm] Height [μm] 𝜑H[%] HWT time [s]

Group 1

5 × 10 5 10 3.6 1.2 16.4 1.13 450

10 × 15 10 15 4.9 3.9 30.7 5.31 540

10 × 20 10 20 3.5 3.9 29.1 2.98 540

15 × 20bis 15 20 6.2 5.8 41.1 6.61 490

15 × 25 15 25 4.5 5.4 42.0 3.66 490

Group 2

10 × 13 10 13 6.6 5 23.3 11.62 420

15 × 20 15 20 6.6 7 34.9 9.62 420

30 × 40 30 40 10 12.5 64.3 7.67 420

60 × 80 60 80 8.8 31.5 103.7 12.18 420
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Equation 1, where dh is the head diameter of the truncated
microcone.

𝜑H =

[
𝜋

4

(
dh

p

)2
]

100 (1)

2.2. Nanostructuring, Silanization, and Contact Angles

As a second hierarchical level covering the truncated microcones,
nanostructured Aluminium (NanoAl) obtained by HWT was cho-
sen. The HWT of many metals and their alloys leads to the for-
mation of nanostructures: a thin superficial layer of metal ox-
ide forms in hot water, the oxide cations were released in so-
lution, migrate and deposit forming nanostructures with pecu-
liar shapes for each metal.[42] In the case of Al, thin nano-blades
of hydrated aluminium oxide (pseudo-boehmite) form.[43] Once
made hydrophobic, these nano-blades gain superhydrophobic
and anti-freezing properties.[54–59] 150 nm of pure Al was initially
deposited on the truncated microcones by e-beam evaporation
(ULVAC HIGH VACUUM COATER EBX-16C). The wafers were
cleaved in samples of ≈2 cm × 2 cm for Group2 and in samples
of ≈1.3 cm × 1.3 cm for Group1. In order to enable observation of
droplet jumps from side-view, Group2 had samples with a row of
cones on the sharp edge. HWT was performed by immersion in
deionized water (18 MΩ cm) at 90 °C (Figure 1c). As reported,[39]

the HWT time of Group2 was 7 min and the darkening, due to
nanostructuring, was simultaneously visible on the entire sample
and started a few seconds after immersion. The Group 1 samples,
as explained, had the micro-patterned area free from the circles
of the hard mask, which instead remained as a continuous area
outside the patterned area. On preliminary samples processed
with the procedure of Group1, a delay of the darkening was no-
ticed during HWT. In particular, it appeared after some tens of
seconds, starting from the center of the patterned area―far
from the hard mask―and rapidly propagating toward the
edges of the patterned area. This observation offered an insight
and a useful guideline for NanoAl fabrication. Two pioneering
studies of D. A. Vermilyea and W. Vedder, dating back to 1969–
70, report the inhibition of aluminium and water reaction by the
presence of other compounds, e.g. silicic acid (H4SiO4).[43,44] Sil-
icon oxide dissolves in water and forms silicic acid,[45] thus the
thin silicon oxide sublayer of the hard mask acts as a retardant of
nanostructuring. In order to have a similar nanostructuring be-
tween the two groups, we immersed the Group1 samples, waited
for the darkening to begin (appreciable to the naked eye) and left
7 min to pass before extraction. Table 1 shows a certain variabil-
ity of the waiting time that depends on the hard mask flat area
fraction. After HWT, the samples of both groups were immedi-
ately immersed in room-temperature deionized water to block
the nanostructuring and dried with a nitrogen flow. In Figure 1d,
the NanoAl covering the surface of the truncated microcones is
visible.

The micro and nanostructured surfaces were cleaned by
dipping in acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water, dried
with a nitrogen flow and activated the surfaces with oxygen
plasma. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of 1H,1H,2H,2H-
Perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (Sigma–Aldrich) was performed by
placing the samples and 200 μL of fluorosilane in a sealed (class

IP-67) aluminium box (internal volume of 3.7 L) heated at 150 °C
for 3 h, followed by annealing for 1.5 h with the box opened (for
covalently unbound silane removal).

The advancing and receding contact angles of microdroplets
condensing and evaporating on the NanoAl covered microstruc-
tures were evaluated to be ϑa = 157 ±1° and ϑr = 145 ± 6,
respectively.[39]

2.3. Experimental Setup

The condensation frosting experiments were carried out in a
custom-built environmental chamber[39] and observed with a dig-
ital microscope (Dinolite AM7915MZTL – EDGE) from the top-
view window. The field of view for observation of the conden-
sation frosting process was 2724 × 2043 𝜖m2 and always cen-
tered in the middle of the patterned area, while for the final
frost coverage, the entire sample was observed. The single droplet
self-ejection and coalescence induced self-ejection Videos S1–
S5 (Supporting Information) were recorded from the side view
with a high speed camera (Phantom V640, Vision Research) cou-
pled to a microscopy objective (50X Mitutoyo Plan Apo infinity
corrected, long working distance = 13 mm, resolving power =
500 nm, depth of focus= 900 nm) through a tube lens (InfiniTube
Ultima). The surfaces were illuminated with a LED light (MUL-
TILED QT, GSVITEC) placed outside the environmental cham-
ber and on the back of the samples with respect to the high-speed
camera. For the high frame rate recordings the study set T = 1 °C
to avoid icing, more likely caused by the vicinity with the thermal
paste. The saturation ratio was set to s = Pvap/Pvap,sat(Tsurf) = 2.8
where Pvap is the water vapor pressure and Pvap,sat(Tsurf) is the sat-
uration vapor pressure at Tsurf as for the condensation frosting
experiments described in the following.

The plate temperature of the condensation frosting experi-
ments was set to Tp = −11 °C. The sample and the temperature
sensor (thin film PT100 thermocouple, RS pro, class B accuracy)
were in thermal contact with the cold plate through a thermal pad
(T-flex 600 Series Thermal Gap Filler, Laird Technologies, thick-
ness of 1 mm, thermal conductivity of 3 W mK−1). Given the low
thermal inertia of the silicon samples (600 μm thick) and of the
PT100, it is assumed that surface temperature Tsurf≅Tp. All the
frosting experiments were performed with samples positioned
vertically so that jumping droplets that fall back to the surface
were minimized. To assure the desired Tsurf from the beginning
of the experiments, the thermal pad positioned on the plate at
room temperature, the samples were pressed on the pad from
the edges, the chamber was then closed, and dry air was flushed
until the vapor pressure inside the chamber fellbelow the satura-
tion value, corresponding to −11 °C. Then the Tsurf was lowered
to −11 °C, humid air with a Pvap = 7.4 hPa was fluxed and record-
ing started. Within a few seconds, the first condensation nuclei
appeared.

2.4. Self-Ejection Percentage and L/d Distributions

The effectiveness of all the surfaces was evaluated in self-ejecting
condensation droplets belonging to the first generation of nu-
cleated droplets. For the Videos S6–S9 (Supporting Information)
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Figure 2. a–c) Sequence of the image analysis procedure performed with
ImageJ of the Surface_10 × 20. Red lines in (c) are an example of the cal-
culations done by the code. The Analyze particles plugin fit each droplet
with an ellipse. Each droplet radius is calculated as the mean of the two
axes of the ellipse. Scale bar is 200 μm. d) Scheme of an ice bridge growing
from a frozen droplet to a liquid one on top of the truncated microcones
with L and d indicated.

with field of view of 2724 × 2043 𝜖m2 the frames were extracted
and analyzed 3–4 square sub-zones having a size of 500–800 μm.
By counting the number of self-ejected droplets and the total
number of nucleated droplets we obtained the percentage of self-
ejecting droplets (%s−ej). Every droplet nucleated on lateral walls
or on the bottom self-ejects. The ones on top of the truncated
cones, which cannot self-eject, grow until they coalesce with other
droplets on top or between the cones and jump off the surface.
The %s−ej of Surface_5× 10 was not evaluated for uncertainties re-
lated to the microscope resolution, but self-ejection was observed.

The droplet population of the most performant surface (10
× 20) was analyzed to support the key idea of ice-bridging
frustration by self-ejection. ImageJ’s plugin Trainable Weka
Segmentation[46] was used to classify the images into “droplets”
and “substrate” classes (Figure 2a). The Smooth, Threshold, and
Irregular watershed plug-in were applied (Figure 2b) and then
Analyze particles to quantify the diameter and position of each
droplet (Figure 2c). The output was passed to a plugin for calcu-
lating the average size and distance between particles and their
closest neighbors.[47] The plugin was modified to calculate L/d for
each drop, averaged over the six nearest neighbors. L and d are
depicted in Figure 2d, in accordance with the literature.[23] The
normalized distribution of L/d over the entire population was a
sort of probability density function of a drop being touched by ice
bridges coming from its closest frozen neighbors. The average
distance (between the centers) of each droplet was also extracted
with its six neighbors and the diameter distributions.

2.5. Frost Velocity and Coverage

In the literature there are several ways to measure the speed of
frost propagation (vfrost), not equivalent. To calculate vfrost on ob-
servation windows of few hundreds of microns, some authors di-
vided either the length[24] or the diagonal[48] or the square root of

the area[33] by the time in which all droplets in the observed area
are frozen (frost velocity of the order of tens of μm s−1). Other au-
thors, quantified the frosting rapidity as an area covered by frost
per second (μm2 s−1).[34,49] Others divided the area per second by
the perimeter of the frost front (μm s−1).[32,50] In the experiments
with a large field of view (2783 μm× 2087 μm), several fronts with
different velocities were observed (non homogeneous spreading).
The faster fronts follow paths along where S is the smallest. In
the other zones where S ≫ 1 the droplets completely evaporate,
an extended dry zone forms and the propagation velocity is negli-
gible in comparison. For each experiment, some (3–6) directions
were identified along which the dendritic/ice-bridging front grew
faster, measured their length (l) every 100 s, calculated their in-
stantaneous velocity as v = l/100s and the temporal mean vt.
vfrost was calculated as the mean of the various vt. vfrost was calcu-
lated using only the faster fronts because they determine the mil-
limetric scale connections between frost fronts that start from dif-
ferent ice nucleation sites. Those connections are the weak link
for the anti-frosting and anti-icing properties of a surface, e.g.
the repellence to supercooled impacting droplets that requires a
frost-free large area. Indeed, as it will be shown, vfrost is specific of
the droplets population and not of the ice nucleation sites density
(𝜌n,i) that can be affected by other parameters like impurities, sur-
face defects and environmental conditions.[51] Important to note,
vfrost evaluated with the method is, at best, higher compared to
the values obtained with other methods. Thus, it can be safely
said that the present surfaces overcome the current limits.

The global frost velocity vglob was also calculated as the square
root of the total patterned area of a sample divided by the time
after which all the droplets are frozen, tfrost. The relation between
vglob, 𝜌n,i and vfrost will be discussed.

Trainable Weka Segmentation was used to classify the images
into “frost” at the end of the propagation and “substrate” classes
and then Analyze Particles to quantify the fraction of the area
covered by frost. The frosted area percentage was evaluated for
both the 2724× 2043 𝜖m2 field of view in the center of the sample
(Af, local) and at the scale of the entire sample (Af, glob).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Self-Ejection and %s−ej Versus 𝝋H

The self-ejection timeline is represented in Figure 3a. As stated
in the introduction and analyzed in our previous study,[39] the
droplet nucleates and slowly grows between the cones by ac-
commodating the condensation volume in isopressure configu-
rations. Once it reaches a dynamic configuration, it self-propels
rapidly driven by surfaces energy release and stops at a certain
distance. Between t = 1 and t = 4, the droplet alternates slow
growths and rapid self-propulsions . When it reaches the trun-
cated cone edges, it slowly grows to another dynamic configura-
tion (t = 4) and then rapidly self-ejects by releasing surface energy
(between t = 4 and t = 5). The peculiarity of the present struc-
tures is that self-ejection starts without an abrupt detachment of
the droplet from the base of the structures or from a inserted
pinning site.[40,52] It is purely a release of surface energy once
a dynamic configuration is achieved. Figure 3b reports the self-
ejection event shown in Video S1 (Supporting Information). The
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Figure 3. a) The timeline of a condensation droplet from nucleation to self-ejection. The droplet 1) nucleates, 2) settles between the four cones and
grows to the dynamic configuration, 3) alternates fast self-propulsions to slow growths until it reaches the top of the truncated cones and 4) grows to
a self-ejection dynamic configuration. From 4) to 5) it self-ejects as captured in b) in tens or hundreds of microseconds depending on the structures’
size, while from phase 1) to 4) it can take tens of seconds to minutes. The captured droplet self-ejects from Surface_10 × 13 cooled to 1°C and in a
atmosphere with saturation ratio equal to 2.8. Scale bar is 10 μm. c) Top view experiment of the Surface_15 × 20p. The dotted yellow ellipses indicate
where self-ejection is going to occur and the white ones in the next frame where droplets self-ejected. The dark zone indicated by the black arrow at 84
s are re-nucleation sites. The time displayed refers to the beginning of the video that coincides with the introduction of humid air. Scale bar is 100 μm.
d) Self-ejection events from Surface_30 × 40. Scale bar is 100 μm. Experiments of c,d) where done at T = −11 °C and saturation ratio 2.8.

gradual acceleration of the droplet is more evident in the Video S2
(Supporting Information) capturing a self-ejection droplet from
Surface_60 × 80.

In Figure 3c,d we report two examples of top-view recordings
(see Videos S6 and S7, Supporting Information). Every droplet
self-ejects if it nucleated on the side-walls or bottoms of the trun-
cated cones, while the ones on the heads of the cones can only
jump off due to CICDJ. Figure 4 reports the %s−ej as 𝜑H varies
for all the surfaces. The trend confirms this description: the
higher 𝜑H, the fewer the self-ejections. The red dot represents
Surface_60 × 80 and its small %s−ej is discussed in the next para-
graph. Thanks to self-ejection, the few droplets on the heads of
the microcones are very spaced and rarely as large to have S* ≲

1 also because they can jump by coalescing with other droplets
(which will be discussed in the next paragraph). Large droplets
spacing and small diameters implies S* > 1 for every droplet and
thus frustration of ice bridges.

The slightly different nanostructuring procedure between
Group1 and Group2 has no effect on enabling self-ejection and
thus on the relations with 𝜑H analyzed in the present work; apart
from those nucleated on the heads, every droplet self-ejects.

3.2. Other jumping modes

After self-ejection there are two possibilities:

1) droplets re-nucleate on the same site, grow and self-eject; the
cycle repeats.

2) the old nucleation site remains free, and condensation accu-
mulates on neighboring droplets placed between or on top of
the cones.

After a certain time dependingon cone spacing, and therefore
on the time to achieve the self-ejection volume, the remaining
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Figure 4. Percentage of self-ejecting droplets (%s−ej) with respect to the
total number of droplets nucleated as the head area percentage, 𝜑H,
varies.

droplets are only those nucleated on the heads of the cones.
In the case of a vertical surface, they can leave the surface in
3 ways: they coalesce either i) with other drops on top of the
heads or ii) with those located between the cones that grow and
self-propel toward the aperture (see Figure 5a, an event cap-
tured in slow motion), or iii) they are swept away by droplets lo-
cated between the cones in adjacent unit cells that coalesce and
eject (Figure 5b). For completeness, we performed some exper-
iments placing the surfaces horizontally: droplets that fall back
after self-ejection or CICDJ will trigger other cascading ejections
induced by coalescence (Figure 5c). The events of Figure 5a–c
are reported in the Videos S3–S5 (Supporting Information),
respectively.

Surface_60 × 80 (with the highest 𝜑H, reported in Figure 5c) is
an exception compared to the other surfaces because frost freezes
the majority of drops before they can reach the self-ejection vol-
ume; however, there were coalescence jumps (of the various types
presented above) which in this case are more frequent than on the
other surfaces and begin before self-ejection. To avoid frost and
give a value to the %s−ej we tested the surface with s = 2.8 but at 1
°C: it corresponds to the red dot in Figure 4. %s−ej is<10% and co-
alescence jumping is predominant. This is due to the number of
condensate nuclei per unit area being greater than the unit cells
per unit area. As a result, the majority of droplets growing inside a
unit cell coalesce with others and jump off instead of undergoing
self-ejection. Thus, to maximise self-ejection for a large spectrum
of saturation ratio one should design the smaller microstructures
possible, compatibly with self-ejection requirements.

3.3. Frost Velocity

The most performant surfaces (Surface_5 × 10 and Surface_10
× 20 in Figures 6a and 7a, respectively) correspond to the
higher %s−ej; as soon as a drop spontaneously freezes in

the field of view or the frost front arrives from outside it,
all the drops completely evaporate and the frost advances
with dendritic formations by desublimation. The crystals are
strongly anisotropic because certain facets grow faster than
others.

A clear example is in Figure 7a (see Video S8, Supporting In-
formation): the two initial ice crystals (blue and red arrows) have
an elongated shape; the short side grows more “rapidly” toward
the drops while the long one is much slower (about one third) and
forms a large dry zone. The slow facets are not considered in the
calculation of v. Moreover, the fast side has a typical slow down
of v as the dry zone develops (as also in Figure 6). The two long
dendrites developed after ≈5000 s (yellow arrow in Figure 7a) are
instead more branched, faster and maintain their speed. In fact,
they determine the complete evaporation of the remaining con-
densation. However, also for the branched dendrites successful
ice-bridging was not observed. Therefore the v evolution depends
also on the crystal shape (Figure 7b). As shown in Kenneth G. Lib-
brecht’s Snow Crystals,[53] the shape and growth rate of ice crystals
depends on various parameters such as temperature and satura-
tion ratio. As the temperature is constant during the experiments,
we deduce that the saturation ratio is altered in the yellow arrow
zone by the presence of large dry zones and frost, because they
change the distribution of vapor fluxes from the surrounding
air.

On other surfaces with larger 𝜑H and smaller %s−ej, we instead
observed a mixed behavior, i.e., both ice-bridging and the forma-
tion of dry zones (see Figure 7c; the correspondent Video S9,
Supporting Information). This can be seen from the v of various
paths in Figure 7d: unlike the cases with full ice-bridge frustra-
tion where velocity steadily decreases, in the mixed behavior it
oscillates.

Self-ejection has a superior anti-frosting effect compared to
(CICDJ) alone because each droplet jump is independent on the
neighbor droplets. The illustrations in Figure 8a,b depict the con-
densation frosting on surfaces that enable self-ejection: the ma-
jority of droplets leave the surface as soon as they reach the self-
ejection volume and the remaining ones, on the microcones’
heads, are far from each other and evaporate completely due to
the presence of ice crystals. Thus, the ice-bridging propagation
mechanism is frustrated.

Let’s suppose a certain number of condensation nuclei per
unit area, the density 𝜌c, higher than the four-microcones unit
cell density, so that for each cell there is a maximum of one
droplet. Assuming a population of equally spaced drops, let’s es-
timate the mean distance between the droplets centers as lc ∼√

1∕𝜌c. Assuming that for very small 𝜑H, %s−ej → 100%; each
condensation droplet self-ejects at a precise diameter Dej. This di-
ameter is dependent on the size, tapering and dynamic angles of
the microstructures,[39] which also define the maximum droplet
diameter Dej. Considering the dimensions depicted in Figure 2d,
re-adapted to the case of droplets between the cones and in the
most favorable scenario for successful ice-bridging (at the time of
maximum diameter, Dej), L ∼ lc − Dej∕2. By imposing S* ≡ L/Dej
> 1, we obtain the criterion Dej ≲ 2lc/3. Therefore, for a certain 𝜌c,
dependent on the environmental conditions and on the surface
roughness and chemistry, there is a critical self-ejection diameter
D∗

ej = 2lc/3, tuneable in the design process, under which all the
ice bridges fail.
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Figure 5. a) Ejection of a droplet located between the microcones induced by coalescence with a droplet on top (Surface_15 × 20). b) Coalescence
and ejection of two droplets located between the microcones that also swept away two droplets on top of the right cone (Surface_60 × 80). a,b) are
typical jumping modes alternative to self-ejection that happen on vertical surfaces. c) Additional jumping mode on Surface_60 × 80 placed horizontally.
Droplets that jumped (due to self-ejection or CICDJ) can fall back on the surface and trigger cascading ejections induced by coalescence.
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Figure 6. a) Frost dendrites growth on Surface_5 × 10 with the black lines employed to measure v. On this surface, also at the beginning of frosting there
was no ice-bridging but complete evaporation of the droplet with the formation of a large depletion zone. At the end of the experiment, the droplets in
the middle of the field of view completely evaporated. The scale bar is 400 𝜖m. b) v evolution for the three dendrites. It is higher at the beginning because
the liquid droplets are closer to ice (the bridge velocity scales as 1/L)[15] while when the dry zone widens it slows down. vfrost= 0.42 ± 0.1 μm s−1.

Now let’s consider truncated microcones with a certain %s−ej
< 100%; we can consider the droplets in two classes: 1) the self-
ejecting ones that assure the ice bridges frustration if the struc-
tures are properly designed (Dej < D∗

ej) and 2) the ones on the
heads that can potentially let the frost propagate by contact before
they coalesce and jump off. The first generation droplets remain-
ing on the heads have a density 𝜌c,H = 𝜌c (1 − %s−ej/100) and we
can say from the experiments (last Section) that it is steady be-
cause of the various jumping interactions with the droplets of
subsequent generations. The mean distance between their cen-
ters becomes lc,H ∼

√
1∕𝜌c,H. Thus, the larger the %s−ej (or, in

other words, the smaller the 𝜑H), the larger the lc,H and the mean
S*. In the last Section we shall show that S*> 1 for all the droplets
on one of the most performant surfaces.

By plotting vfrost as 𝜑H varies (Figure 8c), we see again an ap-
proximately linear dependence which is implicitly affected by
the %s−ej, as explained. For surfaces with the highest %s−ej, we
recorded the lowest frost velocities.

vglob is at least 2vfrost as there are multiple fronts advancing in
opposite directions starting from the edges of the patterned sam-
ple, where there are defects and ice forms quickly because of the
hydrophilic plate. On a ideally infinite array of nanostructured
truncated microcones (to neglect sample edges), with the pres-
ence of ice nuclei distributed with a mean distance ln,i ∼

√
1∕𝜌n,i,

one can estimate the frosting time as tfrost ≳ ln,i/2vfrost, where
the equal stands for the (rare) simultaneous appearance of the
nuclei. In the presence of icephilic edges of a sample of size ls
and no other ice nuclei, tfrost ∼ ls∕2vfrost. In summary, vfrost is a

specific quantity referred to the propagation from one ice nucle-
ation site toward a population of jumping droplets (self-ejection
and CICDJ) while vglob is instead a quantity dependent on both
vfrost and ln,i. In our experiments, the dendrites extends for sev-
eral hundreds of microns and it is representative to compare vfrost
with the state of art studies cited that report the frost velocity rel-
ative to smaller areas, with a side length of a few hundred mi-
crons. We can conclude that our best self-ejection enabling sur-
faces cause frost to propagate 3–11 times slower than state-of-the-
art surfaces (Figure 8d). However, (Tsurf, s) pairs in Figure 8d are
not identical. It should be noted that, in general, vfrost increases
as Tsurf decreases (higher bridge velocity) and as s increases con-
siderably (closer droplets). The superiority is therefore assured
compared to Refs. [24,31,46] while it should be verified for the
conditions of the other studies. The advantage of frustrating all
ice bridges remains, which is not reported in the literature. As
shown in the following section, the consequence of complete
frustration is purely dendritic propagation with very low frost
coverage.

3.4. Frost Coverage

Regarding the surface’s frost coverage, we still found an improve-
ment due to CICDJ[24,30–36] compared to surfaces that exhibit pure
ice-bridging or a frost delay only. As seen in Figure 9, Af, local goes
from 20 to 50% while Af, glob goes from 41 to 68%; The edges have
an effect on the scale of the entire sample because it can happen
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Figure 7. a) Dendrites growth on Surface_10 × 20. Ice-bridging is suppressed for all of them. The fastest fronts are identified by colored arrows. b) v with
the correspondent color. We plotted v with the same starting time even if they grow in different time periods. vfrost= 0.50 ± 0.08 𝜖m/s. c) Surface_10 ×
15 with colored arrows correspondent to v in (d). The frost grows with a mixed mode. vfrost= 0.85 ± 0.21 𝜖m/s. Scale bar 200 𝜖m.

that frost starts from there and reaches the drops by ice-bridging
before they leave the surface by self-ejection. On larger patterned
surfaces we expect Af, glob → Af, local. In any case, the free final area
is high compared to ice-bridging surfaces or those that exhibit
only CICDJ.

Looking for applications, surfaces that exploit self-ejection
could improve the efficiency of the heat exchangers where frost
coverage is a determining factor. For airplanes, apart from de-
laying the frosting, a self-ejection enabling surface would have a
large area free from frost and still superhydrophobic; supercooled
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Figure 8. a,b) Illustration of two subsequent times during condensation frosting on nanostructured truncated microcones that enable self-ejection. An
high percentage of droplets leave the surfaces at a precise volume and the remaining ones are far enough to evaporate completely before being touched
by ice bridges or crystals. c) vfrost and vglob as 𝜑H varies. The linear fit is vfrost = 0.0554 · 𝜑H + 0.374 and has a R2 = 0.73. vglob −2 vfrost when frost starts
form the edges and higher when there are multiple ice nuclei. d) Comparison of the most performant surface from the present study (Surface_10 × 20)
with those from cited studies. Each reference provides the surface temperature and saturation ratio, indicated as (Tsurf; s).

impacting droplets could thus rebound on the free area and wet
frost and freeze only. The delamination of the thus formed ice
layer (by gravity, wind and other means) would be facilitated be-
cause it would have a contact area fraction of f*Af, local/100, with
f a coefficient defined as the ratio between the real solid-ice area
and Af, local which is a projected area.

3.5. Ice-Bridging Frustration by Self-Ejection

We verified that the frustration of ice bridging for all the droplets
is supported by the condition S* > 1 for all the droplets popu-

lation. In Figure 10a,b we show the normalized distributions of
S* of Surface_10 × 20 at six times in the range 150–3600 s af-
ter the beginning of the experiment and before any drop freezes
in the field of view. After a few minutes, the drops begin to self-
eject in a recurrent way from the same sites, also causing other
kinds of jumping (Video S8, Supporting Information). The con-
tinuous self-ejections and coalescence-induced jumps of droplets
located between and on top of the cones cause the distributions to
be stationary, with zero frequency for S*<1. The jumping mode
of coalescence of two/more droplets on the head is rare because
the coalescence with the ones between the cones is more likely.

Figure 9. From a) to c), the frost on the patterned area (global) of Surface_15 × 20, Surface_30 × 40, and Surface_10 × 20, respectively. d) Af, glob and
Af, local as 𝜑H varies. Scale bars 2 mm.
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Figure 10. Normalized frequency fn of a,b) the bridging parameter S* (bin size 0.2) and of c) the centers distance l (bin size 5 μm) calculated as the
average among the six nearest neighbors of each droplet. d) Normalized frequency fn of the droplet diameter d (bin size 3 μm). The times are referred to
the beginning of the experiment. e) 𝜌c, lc (calculated as

√
1∕𝜌c) and the means (l̄ and d̄) with standard deviations of the l and d distributions. f) Mean,

S∗, and standard deviation of the S*distributions. There are no droplets that satisfy the condition S∗ < S∗
crit= 1 and indeed the ice-bridging in frustrated.

The estimates of S∗, S∗
m and S∗

c, are plotted for comparison. All the data are obtained by analyzing the droplets on Surface_10 × 20 in a field of view
of area 1280 × 12 800 𝜖m2.
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Also, the distance distributions between the droplet centers (l)
and droplet diameters (d) are steady (Figure 10c,d). The number
of drops per unit area (Figure 10e) becomes quite stationary af-
ter ≈10 min and oscillates in the range 210–260 drops mm−2.
We see that lc, calculated as

√
1∕𝜌c, gives an acceptable estimate

of the droplet centers distance averaged among the six nearest
neighbors for each droplet (l̄). In particular, the trend over time
is the same and l̄∕lc ∼1.12. The mean diameter d̄ is also steady.

Finally, Figure 10f shows a steady mean of S*, S∗, relative
to the distributions in Figure 10a,b. However, the approximate
parameters that one can calculate as S∗

m ≈ (l̄ − d̄∕2)∕d̄ or S∗
c ≈

(lc − d̄∕2)∕d̄, underestimate S∗ by a relative error of −21% and
−32%, respectively. Therefore, although the time trend is consis-
tent, it is preferable to compute S∗ from its real distribution.

From the point of view of surfaces that improve heat exchange
by condensation, where small droplets are preferred, the distri-
bution of droplet diameters (Figure 10d) is worthy of note, as it
can be strictly controlled by the self-ejection diameter (≈28 μm
for Surface_10 × 20) which is a designable parameter.

4. Perspective and Conclusion

We have shown that single droplet self-ejection delays frost prop-
agation and overcomes the performance of the state of the art sur-
faces of up to one order of magnitude. On the most performing
surfaces, where self-ejection is predominant, frost propagation
by successful ice bridges is completely frustrated (S* > 1 for all
the droplets) and the frost propagates with velocities in the range
0.4–1.2 𝜖m s−1, 3–11 times slower than the state of art surfaces.
The formation of large dry areas by drops evaporation yields a fi-
nal frost coverage of 20–50% at the sample center and of 41–68%
over the entire sample because of edge effects.

We also related both the self-ejection percentage and the vfrost
to the cone heads area percentage, 𝜑H. The smaller the 𝜑H, the
larger the %s−ej and the smaller the vfrost. The observed trends sug-
gests that ideal cones (𝜑H → 0) would provide %s−ej = 100% and
reduce vfrost even more. However, the limit case ( 𝜑H = 0) requires
confirmation with additional experimental and theoretical stud-
ies because the top meniscus could incorporate the cone heads
and change the fate of the droplet.

We anticipate surface performance (%s−ej, vfrost, and Afrost) to
vary with Tsurf and s. Indeed, these experimental parameters gov-
ern the distribution of condensation droplets and the growth rate
of individual bridges. Future studies will explore this direction to
identify potential regime shifts (from predominant self-ejection
to predominant CICDJ) and determine the threshold conditions
where self-ejection provides advantages.

Regarding the materials used, manufacturing on silicon with
precise tuning of size and tapering served to prove the concept of
self-ejection and its anti-frosting effect. Future works will be ori-
ented on the realization of conical microstructures on materials
commonly used for heat exchangers such as aluminium, which
already offers the great advantage of an easy and scalable nanos-
tructuring, or on soft polymers, intrinsically hydrophobic, which
would eliminate the fragile silane layer.

Having shown here that the higher the %s−ej, the lower the
vfrost, it is advisable to reduce 𝜑H as much as possible because
it maximizes the %s−ej. It is implied that, assuming that certain

vertical pillars or vertical grooves enable self-ejection, tapered
structures would have an advantage compared to vertical ones in
terms of bending strength. At the same small 𝜑H, vertical struc-
tures imply lower bending strength than cones that indeed have
maximal cross section where bending is maximal. Further, it is
shown that inserted pinning sites[40,41] are not essential to enable
self-ejection in-between cones of various sizes and pitch, which
greatly facilitates manufacturing. Future studies will document
and analyze the effect of different dynamic angles and of tapering
on self-ejection velocity up to the limits after which self-ejection
is inhibited.

In conclusion, self-ejection promises enhancements also in
other fields of application where CICDJ has already provided im-
provements, such as condensation heat transfer, water harvesting
and self-cleaning among others.
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S1. Microstructures after t-RIE 

In Figure S1, there is an example of microstructures produced by the t-RIE step. The isotropic etching 

component leads to etching under the hard mask and tapering. 

 

Figure S1. SEM image of Surface_10x13, tilt angle 60°, after the t-RIE step. 

S2. Tapering 

   In some cases, the tapering is not constant over the entire height of the microcones: up to about three 

fourths from the bottom the tapering is constant (and it is the one reported in Table 1) while in the 

remaining upper part the pillar gradually becomes straight. The methodology for tapering angle (𝛽) 

calculation is shown in Figure S2. With the diameter of the base (𝐷), of the head (𝑑ℎ), the projected 

height of the cone (𝑐, the height observed with the SEM), and the SEM plate tilt angle (𝛼) the real tapering 

is expressed in Eq. S1. 

 𝛽 = tan−1 (
𝐷 −𝑑ℎ
2

𝑐
sin 𝛼

) (S1) 

 



 

Figure S2. Illustration of SEM image analysis for tapering angle calculation. 

 

S2. Supplementary videos 

 

- Supplementary video 1.  

Surface_10x13 at T= 1 °C and in a atmosphere with saturation ratio equal to 2.8. Placed 

vertically so that droplets do not re-fall on the surface. For the high frame rate recording of 

droplets self-ejection from the microstructures of the sample edges we used T above 0°C to 

avoid icing, more likely because of the vicinity with the thermal paste. This stands also for 

Supplementary videos 2-5. Side-view recording done with the Phantom camera. Frame rate: 66 

000.  

 

- Supplementary video 2.  

Surface_60x80 at T= 1 °C and in a atmosphere with saturation ratio equal to 2.8. Placed 

vertically. Side-view recording done with the Phantom camera. Frame rate: 10 000.  

 

- Supplementary video 3. 

Surface_15x20 at T= 1 °C and saturation ratio 2.8. Placed vertically. Side-view recording done 

with the Phantom camera. Frame rate: 80 000. 

 

- Supplementary video 4. 

Surface_60x80 at T= 1 °C and saturation ratio 2.8. Placed vertically. Side-view recording done 

with the Phantom camera. Frame rate: 8 860. 

 

- Supplementary video 5. 

Surface_60x80 at T= 1 °C and saturation ratio 2.8. Placed horizontally. Side-view recording done 

with the Phantom camera. Frame rate: 4 420. 

 

- Supplementary video 6. 

Surface_15x20p at T= -11 °C and saturation ratio 2.8. Placed vertically. Top-view recording 

done with the Dinolite microscope, accelerated 32 times and cropped.  

 

- Supplementary video 7. 

Surface_30x40 at T= -11 °C and saturation ratio 2.8. Placed vertically. Top-view recording done 

with the Dinolite microscope, accelerated 64 times and cropped. 

 

 

 

 



- Supplementary video 8. 

Surface_10x20 at T= -11 °C and saturation ratio 2.8. Placed vertically. Top-view recording done 

with the Dinolite microscope, accelerated 256 times.  

 

Supplementary video 9.Surface_10x15 at T= -11 °C and saturation ratio 2.8. Placed vertically. 

Top-view recording done with the Dinolite microscope, accelerated 256 times.  


